SAHARA
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WILD
TUNISIA
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John Pearson takes on his longest, toughest
adventure yet, joining a OneLife Adventure
group on the Grand Erg Oriental trail
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t’s a wonderful thing to step out of your
tent in the desert to experience a
beautiful sunrise, then turn through
360º to see nothing but sand in every direction.
It’s even better when, after driving your Land
Rover all day, you pitch your tent again, still with
nothing but sand every way you look.
I’ve been lucky enough to visit deserts around
the world and I’m always keen to go back for
more. It’s invigorating to head out from the
hustle and bustle of normal life and into the
peace and beauty of these remote areas.
Some desert veterans travel solo into the wild,
but I enjoy the camaraderie and relative security
of going with a group. This three-week trip into

to chat about your experiences and wash the
dust away with a chilled beer.
My partner Pat and I meet the group at a hotel
just off the French autoroute near Orange, then
drive to Marseille to board our overnight boat
to Tunis. There are three Land Rovers – Mike and
Kate Harley in their 300Tdi Defender 90, Ken
Illingworth in his 110 hard top (one of 10 Land
Rovers his family owns), with Pat and I in the
ex-G4 Challenge 110. Paul Blackburn drives a
Toyota Land Cruiser 80 Series, as does the other
couple, Andy Brierley and Kate Jolly.
Once off the boat the process of going through
customs, getting our documentation into the
right hands, changing money and sorting vehicle

‘It’s great to sit around the campfire with like-minded
people and wash the dust away with a chilled beer’
the mountains and desert in Tunisia with Paul
Blackburn’s OneLife Adventure company was
the most demanding continuous journey I’ve
ever been on, and without the support of Paul
and the other travellers it would have been
significantly more difficult.
Everyone on the trip was experienced at desert
driving – and there were times when progress
would have been slow without us working as a
team to get through the trickiest dune sections.
And at the end of the day it’s great to sit around
the campfire with a group of like-minded people

HOW WE
GOT THERE

We used Eurotunnel,
the fastest way to
cross the Channel
with a vehicle.
Tickets start from
£22 per car each
way, and there are
no credit card fees,
baggage restrictions
or fuel supplements.
One ticket covers the
vehicle and up to
nine passengers.
Make your booking
on eurotunnel.com,
044 8443 353535.
The outward 24hour Mediterranean
crossing from
Marseille to Tunis
was by CTN and the
return with SNCM.
For two people
with a cabin plus
a vehicle, this cost
£939.18 return.
It was booked
through OneLife
as part of the
adventure package.
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insurance is slow and slightly chaotic. But Paul’s
experience of knowing where to go and which
person to deal with smooths the process.
Then we’re on to the road towards Kairouan,
passing through towns with decapitated camel
heads outside butchers’ shops and slaughtered
sheep hanging forlornly, with charcoal fires
smoking ready to grill the fresh meat.
Our first wild camp is near the Jebel Mirhila
mountains a few miles north-east of Sbeitla. This
town boasts the remains of a vast Roman city
with some amazingly well-preserved temples.

After passing through Gafsa the tarmac
disappears and we’re on to some rough tracks,
with the peaks of the Jebel Asker mountains
looming ahead. We wild-camp overnight close
to the mountains in a oued – a dried riverbed
that’s rich with fossils – before setting off the
next morning to cross the range.
Awaiting us will be the vast, dangerous salt
flats of the Chott El Jerid – and beyond that the
dunes of the Grand Erg Oriental, part of the
mighty Sahara desert.
Our initial progress through the mountains is
a lot easier than Paul expected due to a track
being put in for vehicles that are erecting pylons
to take power to a mineral works. The route
twists through spectacular passes and deep
gorges with amazing rock formations that look
like smaller versions of the Grand Canyon.
Then the track literally stops in the middle of
nowhere. So we have to turn around in a very
small space, with a sheer drop to one side, then
search for an alternative way through. Paul
eventually finds the remnants of an old route
just about clinging to the mountainside. It’s a
tough drive, with rock crawls over some horrible
jagged sections, plus big steps, steep climbs and
a squeeze across a really narrow ledge. It’s the
sort of place that I really wouldn’t want to go
through in anything but my Defender.
In one decidedly tricky section, the front end
swings out over an abyss and we have to wait

Rocky descent from the
Jebal Asker mountains

Rocky surfaces are akin
to the Grand Canyon

Tight tracks keep your
mind focused on the job

TUNISIA NEED TO KNOW
■ Language: Arabic and French.
■ Currency: Dinar (1 = approx 40p).
You have to get currency when in
Tunisia, but there are bureaux de
change at the port. Major towns
have cash machines: credit cards can
be used sometimes, but it’s cashonly in remote areas.

■ Jabs: Hepatitis A and typhoid are
recommended, and make sure your
tetanus is up to date.
■ Cost of fuel: Diesel 1.09 dinar
per litre (43p).
■ Drive on the right.
■ Vehicle insurance/overseas
travel cover: UK companies are

unlikely to provide either for Tunisia.
Third party insurance cover can be
bought once in the country.
■ Where we stayed: Wild
camping for 13 nights. Two nights
at Les Amis du Camping, Khibili
(les_amis_du_camping@voila.fr,
00216 75 492 710).

■ Food to try: Couscous with
meat and/or veg in a spicy sauce
(harissa, a spicy chilli paste usually
plays a part in Tunisian meals, and
is sometimes served with bread and
olives as a starter); merguez (spicy
lamb sausage) and grilled lamb at
one of the many roadside stalls.

One of the Roman temples at Sbeitla
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– and wait – before turning the wheel. Turn too
early and the inside of the vehicle will clobber a
big, unyielding rock. There are a couple of tricky
downward hairpins; on the second the Defender
is at an acute angle and sliding a little more than
I would have liked on some marble-like stones.
Eventually we’re down to ground level and
pick up some dusty tracks on a route parallel to
the mountain range to yet another excellent
wild camp location.
The Star Wars movies were filmed at various
sites in southern Tunisia, and it would have been
rude of us not to pop into the well-preserved
film set north of Nefta.
Then we’re into the Chott El Jerid area, skirting
around the edge and driving across it where
it’s safe to do so. This massive mud-crusted salt
lake is flat, featureless and looks like a ploughed
field – but underneath the surface in some parts
lies deep mud that once it snares a vehicle is
extremely reluctant to let it go.
We negotiate some other chotts and an area
of sand dunes before turning north-east to

‘WEIGHT IS
YOUR ENEMY!’
The words above form the
mantra of solo deserttravelling legend Tom
Sheppard, who has visited
the Sahara in Algeria 16
times and clocked up
thousands of desert miles.
I’ve read all of Tom’s books
over the years: I’ve devoured
the driving and overlanding
information in Vehicledependent Expedition
Guide and Four-by-Four
Driving, and been inspired
to do more desert travelling
after reading Quiet, for a
Tuesday and The Nobility
of Wilderness, both of
which include inspirational
Sahara images (all are
available direct from Tom at
desertwinds.co.uk).
I didn’t quite pare my
Defender’s load down to
Tom levels (he doesn’t take
a tent), but I thought I’d kept
things to a minimum until
I got into the dunes and it
became apparent that I was
carrying too much weight.
Sometimes I had to use lowrange second to get out of
places, which is too low.
But we could easily have
saved weight. Our group had
three high-lift jacks between
us – one would suffice. I took
my waffles for the mountain
tracks, but they remained on
the roof rack. Did I require
my big heavy tent when in
the desert all that’s needed
is somewhere to sleep? Even
my shovel remained unused
because we always scooped
sand from under stuck
vehicles with our hands.
Be sensible about what you
leave at home (make sure
you have sufficient fuel
and water), but a group’s
resources can be pooled for
overall weight saving.

with good shackles and secure attachment
points they are very effective), and if that didn’t
work we would use our winches.
We drive several miles of dunes then cross
some hamadas, which are plateaus with a gravel
or rock base. Then we’re back into the sand
dunes and even Hadi the guide is dropping
the tyre pressures on his Toyota pickup, which
indicates things are about to get a lot tougher.
The dunes look beautiful as they stretch out
as far as the eye can see, but hidden in there
are some very tough technical sections that
test our driving skills to the limit. It’s relentless;
you just get through a tricky climb when the
vehicle swings into an acute camber, followed
by another steep ascent. Inevitably we make
mistakes; sometimes there’s room to back up
and have another go at the climb, on others we
are beached and need recovery.
I soon find that I’m driving instinctively rather
than thinking about gear choice, speed and line.
Pat and I work as a team where split-second
decisions are needed in the dunes, with her

‘The dunes look beautiful, but hidden in there are some
very tough sections that test our driving skills to the limit’

Tyre pressures need to be
low for such endeavours
Strenuous terrain meant
this happened – a lot

Arafat and Latifa Sghaier with son Ghilane,
alongside guide Taieb and Paul Blackburn

Kebili. After four nights of wild camping we’re
going into a proper campsite. Les Amis de
Camping, on the outskirts of the town, is run
by the lovely Arafat and Latifa Sghaier and is a
regular stopping point on OneLife journeys.
We camp among the date palms and in the
evening we’re honoured to eat couscous with
chicken and veg in Arafat and Latifa’s home.
We top up with fuel, stock up with food at the
local supermarket and head for Douz. Here we
meet our local guides, Hadi and Taieb, then get
the permits necessary to drive south of a line
between Douz and the oasis at Ksar Ghilane.
Then we’re out into the desert and it’s a good
feeling. There are vast flat areas, followed by
a series of roller-coaster dunes. I had dropped
the Defender’s tyre pressures to 22psi, but after
getting bogged down in some very soft sand I
lower them to 16psi to get out. Going too low
with tyre pressures increases the risk of a tyre
coming off a rim, but leaving them too high
means you’ll be going nowhere in the really soft
stuff. Dropping the pressures literally puts more
tread down on to the sand.
Our vehicle recovery procedures started with
scooping sand from underneath with our hands.
If this didn’t work a group of us would push.
Next, we would get out the kinetic tow straps
(yes, I know some people don’t like them, but

calling which way to turn next: ‘Your way, my
way or straight on.’ It was effective, especially
when the sun made it difficult to see which way
the vehicle in front’s tracks were going.
Just as when we’d crossed the Jebel
Asker mountain pass, there’s a real sense of
achievement as we reach our camp at the end of
the day. Tired, but pleased with what we’d done.
After four days in the desert we reach the oasis
at Ain Ouedette, which is the most southerly
point of our adventure. The hot springs here
come from an artesian well and the salty water is
quite warm. It’s a busy place, with a camel train
coming through while we stop for a drink. The
next morning, Mohammed – who runs the oasis
café – runs up to our campsite with some lovely
warm flatbread. One of the simple but great
pleasures in desert life is a breakfast of fresh
flatbead cooked over a wood fire. Smeared with
butter and honey, it is wonderful to devour it
while gazing out over the Sahara’s dunes.
Heading north-east towards the oasis at Ksar
Ghilane, we drive into more seemingly endless
dune sections. It’s tough going and we cover
only 10 miles before lunch.
This is a harsh wilderness. We’re fortunate to
be here, but we respect how dangerous it is; a
memorial marking the spot where a motorcyclist
died after crashing reminds us of that.

The Star Wars film set near Nefta

Chewing the fat over a
fire – nothing better

Some locals pay a visit to
the Ain Ouedette oasis
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CAMPING LOCATIONS
ROUTE TAKEN
ROAD
TOWN
BORDER

Hammamet

KAIROUAN
El Jem

ALGER IA

Sbeitla

TUNISIA

SFAX

Gafsa

GABES
Tozeur
Nefta

Kebili
Douz

Ksar Ghilane

AIN OUEDETTE

Rough terrain put extra
strain on the vehicles

The deserted Berber
village of Zeraoua

It takes us two days of demanding driving
to reach Ksar Ghilane, which has expanded
considerably since I was last here about five
years ago. There’s a tarmac road in from the
north now, making it a lot more accessible.
That’s not for us though: we wild camp outside
before turning west for more desert action.
These tough desert conditions are giving the
vehicles an incredible pounding. On the acuteangled dunes the suspension is working harder
than ever, with no respite. My dampers have
been on the Defender for four years and this trip
has confirmed that they need replacing.
No matter how smoothly and carefully you
drive there are times when you have to attack
the sand slopes – and the jolts that come
through the vehicles feel unmerciless. It’s a
Defender so it copes, although it does give
me a moment of panic when a plastic guard is
knocked upwards and contacts the propshaft
– making a noise like a major mechanical
component has broken.
Eventually we reach Douz and say goodbye to
the guides before driving to Kebili for another
night in Arafat’s campsite – and a very welcome
shower. Then we’re back into the upper part of
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the desert for three more days of dune driving,
including a stop to find some desert roses. These
are formed by minerals and sand in the desert,
and can be really beautiful.
Eventually our last night in the desert arrives
and I make a point of taking a lingering look at
the view of sand stretching out in all directions.
Our journey takes us to Ksar Ghilane again,
where we get onto the tarmac road this time,
heading towards Matmata. But the adventure
isn’t over yet – we pick up a track near Tamezret
and wild camp for the night near the deserted
Berber village of Zeraoua (or Amizia, which a
local shepherd told us is the real Berber name).
This is a fascinating, eerie place, which is only
lived in by one family. Everyone else moved out
in the 1970s due to a shortage of water.
That’s the exciting part of the adventure over
– we spend a night in a hotel at Hammamet
before boarding the boat back to Europe.
It’s been a great trip – tough on us, tough on
our vehicles and our equipment, but an amazing
experience and I’ve enjoyed every minute. I have
a number of adventures already planned for the
coming year, but another desert trip is definitely
going to be on the agenda.

An arduous but fulfilling
trip for everyone on it

ONELIFE ADVENTURE

A safe route through the
Chott El Jerid salt lake

Paul Blackburn has been running
adventures in the UK and to various
parts of Europe and north Africa
since 2004. Paul started out with an
ex-Camel Trophy Defender 110, but
switched to a Toyota Land Cruiser.
However, we haven’t given up on
tempting him back from the dark side.
OneLife’s 2013 programme includes
Wales, Yorkshire, Morocco, Spain,

Portugal, Iceland (with a ‘ship your
vehicle while you fly’ option) and Libya.
In addition, Paul offers expedition
consultancy and does 4x4/expedition
training. He always ensures that
adventure participants are sufficiently
experienced for what they’ll be facing
and takes a maximum of six vehicles
to ensure everyone gets personal
attention. Paul’s a mine of information

on the places he visits and you
always learn a lot. We took part in his
Pyrenees adventure in 2010 and were
so impressed by the professionalism
and attention to detail – as well as
the amazing mountain tracks – that
we vowed to go with Paul again to
experience one of his desert trips.
Contact: onelifeadventure.co.uk,
01706 818829.
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LIVING IN THE DESERT
Sand driving can be exhilarating
one moment and infuriating the
next. There are times when you’re
feeling good about cresting a tricky
dune, having chosen the right line,
gear and speed, but suddenly you
can have your wheels spinning up
big rooster tails and you’re going
nowhere. It will happen, but it’s no
problem, especially if you are with
other travellers and have a decent
set of recovery gear.
There were days on this Sahara
trip when we made good progress,
and others where one vehicle after
another spun to a halt and needed
recovery. The fine sand caught us
all out, despite dropping our tyre
pressures and driving in a flowing
style, maintaining momentum on
the upslopes and only ever halting
on downslopes. It’s also important
to sense when you’re going
nowhere and back off the power
before your wheels dig in too deep.
Sand is firmer on the windward
side of a dune, but it changes from
dune to dune – often footstep to
footstep. It seems illogical that you
can be walking on an apparently

firm area one moment, but on the
next step your boot plunges deep
below the surface.
It’ll get anywhere it can inside
your vehicle, so make sure you
protect cameras, smartphones and
computers. You’ll get it in your hair,
ears, eyes and other orifices. It’ll
test the durability of all of your kit.
Sunrises and sunsets can be
beautiful experiences, with the sky
painted in amazing hues of red,
orange and pink.
At night the desert gets pitch
black initially, but when the moon
gets up it can be very bright, giving
surprisingly good visibility. With
zero light pollution and clear skies,
the stars are so much more visible
than at home.
It can be extremely hot during the
day (avoid the summer months),
but temperatures can drop rapidly
at night so it’s wise to have a decent
sleeping bag with extra blankets,
and even some thermal clothing.
Newcomers to desert travel can
initially be uncomfortable about
the prospect of nipping behind a
sand dune for a poo, but for most

people it soon becomes a matter
of course. OneLife Adventure’s Paul
Blackburn reckons some travellers
insist on taking pop-up toilet tents
and portable loos: ‘After a few days
they go au naturel in the desert like
the rest of us,’ he says.
Dig a hole and bury the evidence,
and don’t forget to burn the paper
– it’s horrible to spot used toilet
paper emerging from a dune.
Obviously you shouldn’t burn paper

‘Do your bit to make
sure the desert will remain a
wonderful place to visit for future generations’
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in fire risk areas – take it away with
you in a sealable poly bag.
Finally, the magic of sitting
around a campfire in the desert
sipping a cold beer is something
everyone should try. Don’t throw
your beer cans on the fire and leave
them – take everything out that
you brought in and you’ll be doing
your bit to make sure the desert will
remain a wonderful place to visit for
future generations.

